From: Jennifer Aspelund
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:49 AM
To: Herbold, Lisa; Bagshaw, Sally; Sawant, Kshama; Harrell, Bruce; Juarez,
Debora; Gonzalez, Lorena; O'Brien, Mike; Johnson, Rob; Burgess, Tim
Subject: NORTH PRECINCT
Seattle City Council Members: Dec 13, 2016
It is my understanding the N Precinct has lost all funding for a new building. It is
clear per your FB Ms Sawant that you truly don't give a FUCK about law
enforcement! And before the rest of the CMs take issue with my language this is
your co council members words per a quote she referred to recently from an
article about not giving 13 FUCKS as a grown women!
I find the lack of leadership within this council to be appalling and harmful! You
stand for nothing and cave to everything. You continually glorify in constantly
appointing people to different committees or positions. Yet when it comes to THE
SEATTLE POLICE DEPT policy decisions you are ineffective!
You are elected officials you were elected to form policy that serve and protect
ALL PEOPLE of the city and you are failing!
Your lack of leadership regarding law and order in our city is in my opinion
criminal! The NORTH END is the LARGEST area to be covered yet has the least
amount of officers working out of a building that NONE OF YOU would ever work
out of. You sit in the glass palace of downtown doing what regarding public safety
? Evidently not much as crime is going up! Tax paying citizens of this city deserve
way better then what any of you are doing.
If your agenda is to make this city a living shithole then you are doing a great job
just look around. It is a matter of time folks before the National Guard is called in
and I am not joking! I personally think the FBI needs to get involved and soon, as
it appears a money making racket out of the homeless situation is occurring.
When you have $100s of millions of dollars leaving this city into the hands of
providers who are not held accountable. There is no transparency. And yet the
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homeless numbers are increasing! A federal investigation is needed to weed thru
this mess you all have created.
In addition if you all had done a better job accounting for past spending maybe
the Feds would have recognized the City of Seattle state of emergency regarding
homelessness over a year ago! The way you spend money with no accountability
its not surprise the FEDS are looking the other way. You don't spend wisely to
begin with why give you more?!
In closing you should know that I do live in the North End and I can guarantee you
that if I call 911 and do not receive a response in a timely manner and it leads to
anyone in my family being harmed this city will see a lawsuit the likes they have
never seen. THE OFFICER SHORTAGE, THE LACK OF PROPER TRAINING FACILITIES
and having laws on the books that officers are told to not enforce are what is
causing a rapid decay in this city and you all policy makers are on the hook. Its
called DUE PROCESS !
Jennifer Aspelund

